
Lesson 14                                                                  Industry in the South

Vocabulary
hydroelectric: having to do with electricity produced by water power

refineries: buildings with equipment that changes oil into products people use. There
are also refineries for metal, sugar, etc.

Read “Is Industry Important in the South?” on pages 295-299.

Write the letter of the description for each term.

    1.   ____ Birmingham, Alabama a. an oil fountain gushed from the earth

    2.   ____ Dallas, Texas b. southern states with oil fields

    3.   ____ ____ Houston, Texas c. dry land with large cattle ranches

    4.   ____ ____ Spindletop, Texas d. largest city in the South

    5.   ____ western Texas e. city surrounded with oil fields

    6.   ____ Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma f . city with an important port

          g. iron and steel manufacturing center

          h. where oil was first found in the South

Write the letter of the tem for each description.

    7.   ____ another name for oil a. crude oil

    8.   ____ often built near cotton farms b. hydroelectricity

    9.   ____ electricity made by water power c. locks

  10.   ____ oil as it first comes from the earth d. oil and natural gas

   11.   ____ allow boats to go around TVA dams e. petroleum

  12.   ____ where crude oil is made into useful products f . refineries

  13.   ____ main sources of energy for machines and heat g. textile mills
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Complete the sentences.

  14.   TVA stands for the ____________________ _________________ 

          _________________, which built ________________, ________________, and 

          ______________________ plants in the Southern states.

  15.   Although the United States produces __________________ of barrels of oil each 

          year, it still __________________ some oil from other countries.

  16.   Industries in Dallas and Houston were started with extra money, or 

          __________________, from the oil industry.

Looking Back

Do this map activity. In the first blank, write the letter of the correct state from 
the map. In the second blank, write the letter of the capitals in the box next to 
the correct state.

  17.   ____ ____ Connecticut

  18.   ____ ____ Maine

  19.   ____ ____ New Hampshire

  20.   ____ ____ Massachusetts

  21.   ____ ____ Rhode Island 

  22.   ____ ____ Vermont

  23.   ____ ____ Maryland 

  24.   ____ ____ Delaware

  25.   ____ ____ New York

  26.   ____ ____ New Jersey 

  27.   ____ ____ West Virginia

  28.   ____ ____ Pennsylvania

a. Trenton e. Dover i . Annapolis

b. Augusta f . Boston j . Concord

c. Harrisburg g. Albany k. Charleston 

d. Hartford h. Montpelier l . Providence
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Complete the sentences.

  29.   Eli Whitney invented the _______________________ to help farmers in the South.

  30.   George Washington Carver taught farmers in the South that they should plant 

          crops other than __________________ and discovered over three hundred ways 

          to use __________________.

  31.   _____________________ is judging a matter without knowing the facts.

  32.   Cotton farmers in the south were ruined by the _____________ weevil, but a man 

          named _________________________________ came to their rescue.
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Lesson 15                                                                                    Self Check

To prepare for the self check, review all the vocabulary words, all the Looking Back sections,

and the exercises in Lesson 14.

Write the letter of the term for each description. Use one choice twice. (2 points each.) [16]

    1.   ____ largest city in Anglo-America a. Boston

    2.   ____ largest city in the South b. Washington, D.C.

    3.   ____ hub of New England c. New York City

    4.   ____ not in any state d. Birmingham

    5.   ____ Middle Atlantic states steel-making center e. Houston

    6.   ____ iron and steel center of the South f. Spindletop

    7.   ____ where first oil was found in the South g. Pittsburgh

    8.   ____ home of the World Trade Center

Write the letter of the term for each description. (1 point each blank). [8]

          a. Appalachian Highlands c. Central Lowlands e. Atlantic Coastal Plain

          b. Intermountain Region d. Canadian Shield

    9.   ____ the natural region of the New England States

  10.   ____ ____ ____ the three natural regions of the Middle Atlantic States

   11.   ____ ____ ____ ____ the four natural regions of the Southern States

Underline the correct answers to complete each sentence. (2 points each.) [10]

  12.   New England, Middle Atlantic, Southern states have a large oil industry.

  13.   Three fourths of the New England, Middle Atlantic, Southern States are covered
with forests.

  14.   The Tennessee Valley Authority built dams and locks in the New England, 
Middle Atlantic, Southern States.

  15.   Steel production, Coal mining makes Pennsylvania and West Virginia important
Middle Atlantic states.

  16.   When oil first comes from the earth, it is called petroleum, natural gas, crude oil.
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In the first blank, write the letter of the correct state from the map. (1 point each.) [13]

In the second blank, write the letter of the capitals in the box next to the correct state. 
(1 point each.) [13]

  17.   ____ ____ Texas 24. ____ ____ Alabama

  18.   ____ ____ Oklahoma 25. ____ ____ Georgia

  19.   ____ ____ Arkansas 26. ____ ____ Florida

  20.   ____ ____ Louisiana 27. ____ ____ South Carolina

  21.   ____ ____ Kentucky 28. ____ ____ North Carolina

  22.   ____ ____ Tennessee 29. ____ ____ Virginia

  23.   ____ ____ Mississippi 

a. Atlanta f . Jackson j . Oklahoma City

b. Austin g. Little Rock k. Raleigh

c. Baton Rouge h. Montgomery l . Richmond

d. Columbia i . Nashville m. Tallahassee

e. Frankfort
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Use the words from the box to complete each sentence. (2 points each blank.) [32]

  30.   Many _____________________ are grown in Aroostook County, Maine.

  31.   Bogs on Cape Cod produce crops of _____________________.

  32.   In the South many years of growing _____________________ wore out the soil.

  33.   In Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana _____________________ is grown in 
flooded fields.

  34.   Mines in Arkansas produce  _____________________, which is turned into a 

          powder called _____________________, which is used to make aluminum.

  35.   _____________________ coal is hard, more difficult to mine, and burns with 
less smoke.

  36.   _____________________ coal lies near the earth’s surface and is more easily 

          mined from _____________________ mines, _____________________ mines, 

          or _____________________ pit mines.

  37.   When urban areas get so big that several cities grow together, a 

          _____________________ has formed.

  38.   The _____________________ of the United States lives in the White House.

  39.   The ______________________________ meet in the Supreme Court Building.

  40.   Oil industry in the South has provided _____________________ for starting 
other industries.

  41.   Granite and marble are cut or blasted from New England _____________________.

alumina anthracite bauxite bituminous capital

Congress cranberries drift megalopolis open

potatoes President quarries rice strip

cotton nine justices
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Write the letter of the term for each description. Use one choice twice. (2 point each.) [8]

  42.   ____ brought memorized spinning machine
plans to America

  43.   ____ invented interchangeable parts

  44.   ____ invented the cotton gin

  45.   ____ discovered over three hundred ways 
to use peanuts

Score: _________

80
100
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      a. Eli Whitney

      b. George Washington Carver

      c. Sam Slater



Lesson 16                                                    Review for the LightUnit Test

Use this checklist to prepare for the LightUnit Test:

       Review the vocabulary words.

    Review the Looking Back exercises of each lesson.

    Review the self check.

       Review the twenty-five states studied in this LightUnit and their capitals.

       Review finding the states on a map.

Tell your teacher when you are ready to take the LightUnit Test.
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______ Quiz 1

______ Quiz 2

______ other (optional) ________________

______ Average from above

______ LightUnit Test

______ FINAL Score (average of last two blanks above)

Score Box


